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Contents of Each Bibliography Entry
Each bibliography entry contains the information listed below. After
the location of the article has been specified a summary sentence has been
provided which contains a brief statement of the article's contents. Search
terms highlight key topics covered by the article, and are cross-referenced
with the Subject Heading Outline.
Sample Entry
Adler, Peter S.. "The Mediator's Handbook: Skills and Strategies for
Practitioners." Australian Dispute Resolution Journal. May 1996, 68(2):
pp. 160-163.
Author reviews literature by Ruth Charlton & Micheline Dewdney. Author
concludes that the work is a good piece of instructional literature on
mediation for trainees, students, and practitioners. Author suggests this
work as a practical guide for mediators and those involved in mediation.
MED: RELATED PURPOSES- THEORY AND STRATEGIES/ TYPE OF
SOURCE: BOOK REVIEW.
Key
Author's name (if given) ......................................... Adler, Peter S.
Title of article ......................... "The Mediator's Handbook: Skills and
Strategies for Practioners"
Additional information ............................................ (book review)
Name of Journal ....................... Australian Dispute Resolution Journal
Date of Publication ...................................................... M ay 1996
Volum e num ber ................................................................ 68
Issue num ber ...................................................................... (2)
Page num ber ........................................................... pp. 160-163
Summary ..................................... Author reviews literature by...
Search Terms ..................... MED: RELATED PURPOSES- THEORY
AND STRATEGIES
